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Abstract: The present work describes an experimental system enabling temperature measurement
in cyclotron targets’ cooling water during bombardment. The developed system provides sensible
and immediate response to variations of irradiation conditions during bombardment and enables
quantification of the temperature rise in the cooling water due to beam interaction with the irradiated
target and with its collimator. Such a system finds application either as a monitoring safety
device to instantaneously detect and register abnormal alterations in target conditions to anticipate
thermal-related incidents and as a tool to experimentally validate cyclotron targetry optimization
studies and thermal simulations.
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1. Introduction

As the production yield of radionuclides in cyclotrons depends on the interaction of the beam
with the target material, a large amount of studies have been conducted over the last decades to
study beam/target interfaces [1–3], regardless of gas, liquid, or solid phase of target material. These
studies range from beam characterization and target design to thermal modelling; commonly aiming
at improving and optimizing the production processes. A shared concern consists of maintaining
the target temperature relatively low despite the considerable temperature rise generated by the
beam interaction to maximize the possible target current and in order to guarantee that the impact
of the impinging particles have no repercussion on the radionuclide production process and/or
damage the target. For instance, several authors reported distinct problems arising from the very
high temperature increment within the target during irradiation, such as melting or even evaporation
of the target material in solid targets (in most cases, cost-prohibitive enriched material), sometimes
resulting in a degradation of high-vacuum or damage on the backing target components [4]. There is
therefore an interest in monitoring the target temperature for safety reasons, to anticipate and avoid
temperature-related incidents in order to obtain the desirable production yields. However, while
temperature monitoring is well established for the solid target technique, little empirical information is
available concerning liquid or gas targets [5,6]. Besides, since combined thermal and fluid simulations
are widely used in designing and optimizing cyclotron targets, experimental temperature monitoring
devices are also of great importance in assessing target performance and to experimentally validate
the results of thermal simulation studies [7].
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The present work describes an experimental system used to measure the temperature of the
water used to cool liquid targets during irradiation when it thermally interacts with the irradiated
liquid-target arrangement. The developed system is not only sensitive to beam variations but it also
quantifies the temperature increments due to beam interaction within the target, so it can be used
either for safety monitoring applications or as a tool to experimentally validate results from thermal
simulation studies.

2. Materials and Methods

Three thermistors were implemented in the cooling system arrangement of a commercial IBA
conical-shaped Nirta C8® niobium liquid target [8,9]; adapted to measure the temperature of the
cooling water at the back of the niobium insert, i.e., the inlet temperature, and at the exits of the target
and collimator. Two thermistors (screw type pipe probes from Semitec Corporation (Tokyo, Japan) [10])
were placed at the exits of the target and collimator internal water channels. The third transducer
was installed at the back of the niobium insert, also placed inside the water cooling tunnel, and was
custom-made to fit inside the existing geometry without interfering the water flow and so the target
performance. This is a 1.5 mm diameter and 100 mm long rod manufactured by USSensor Corporation
(Orange, CA, USA) [11], thermally insulated up its extremity since it is totally inserted in the cooling
channel. The distance separating the back of the conical shaped target and the thermistor, typically
1 mm, can be adjusted and minimized down to contact by screwing the back end of the thermistor to
the adapted diffuser of the refrigerated water. As a result, cooling water temperature can be measured
exactly before interacting with the back of the niobium target insert and immediately after exiting the
target and the collimator, thus making it possible to quantify the temperature increments in the cooling
water due to the beam interaction in both the target and the collimator separately. The thermistors
placed within the liquid target setup were connected outside the cyclotron vault to voltage dividers in
order to determine their temperature-dependent resistance during irradiation. The measured voltages
were converted to temperature measurements using an Arduino-based interface [12] registering the
data thanks to a PC-based data logger terminal [13].

3. Results

Figure 1 presents the temperature of the refrigerated water at the back of the target insert, at
the exit of the target and at the exit of the collimator arrangements as a function of time in a typical
irradiation of enriched 18O-water for the production of 18F. It also shows quantification of the rise
in temperature from the target and the collimator during bombardment. Figure 1 confirms that the
three measured temperatures are identical whenever there is no beam on the target and that the
temperature of the inlet cooled water at the back of the target insert is as expected always similar to
the temperature of the refrigerated water supplied to the cyclotron vault. Figure 1 also shows that
although the temperature of the refrigerated water only stabilizes after a long period (due to slow
thermal stabilization in the different vast sub-systems cyclotron; such as coils of the magnetic field,
radiofrequency structure, etc.), rising temperature occurs and stabilizes instantaneously in the target
and the collimator, as already reported by Steinbach et al. [14]. Moreover, Figure 1 indicates that the
temperature increments seem to be almost independent of the refrigerated water temperature since
these are nearly constant during the irradiation.

In order to quantify the increment in temperature of the cooling water due to the target + collimator
arrangement only, overall thermal stabilization of the cyclotron was reached before irradiating the
target. The referred temperatures were registered as the several distinct sub-systems of cyclotron were
switched on individually; waiting each time for thermal stabilization before switching on the next
sub-system. As can be seen in Figure 2, the heat load due to target irradiation is not macroscopically
relevant when compared to the overall heat exchange from the accelerator since it does not result in
an additional temperature increment in the cooling water.
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Figure 1. Temperature of the refrigerated water (black symbols) at the back of the target insert 
(Tinlet), at the exit of the target (Ttarget), and at the exit of the collimator (Tcoll) and temperature of 
the supplied cooling water (Tsupplied) as a function of time. The resulting temperature increases 
(grey symbols) inside the target and the collimator are also represented. 

 
Figure 2. Temperature of the refrigerated water (black symbols) at the back of the target insert 
(Tinlet), at the exit of the target (Ttarget), at the exit of the collimator (Tcoll) and temperature 
increases inside the target and the collimator (grey symbols) as a function of time when each 
cyclotron thermally-relevant sub-system is switched on one by one after thermal stabilization is 
reached. 

Figure 1. Temperature of the refrigerated water (black symbols) at the back of the target insert (Tinlet),
at the exit of the target (Ttarget), and at the exit of the collimator (Tcoll) and temperature of the supplied
cooling water (Tsupplied) as a function of time. The resulting temperature increases (grey symbols)
inside the target and the collimator are also represented.
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Figure 2. Temperature of the refrigerated water (black symbols) at the back of the target insert (Tinlet),
at the exit of the target (Ttarget), at the exit of the collimator (Tcoll) and temperature increases inside the
target and the collimator (grey symbols) as a function of time when each cyclotron thermally-relevant
sub-system is switched on one by one after thermal stabilization is reached.
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The temperature increments as a function of the beam current on target were also investigated.
For that purpose, thermal stabilization of the cyclotron was previously reached and maintained by
irradiating another identical target long enough to reach thermal equilibrium. Figure 3 confirms that
thermal equilibrium was previously reached as the measured temperatures are stable and the only
variations registered were due to, and follow, cyclic variations in the temperature of the cooling water
in the primary cooling circuit, arising from operating cycles of the chiller unit. Only then was the target
of interest irradiated, with no resulting global thermal change. Figure 3 shows that the temperature
increments in the target and the collimator depend on the beam current and that the developed system
is sensitive to such thermal changes, while the global system registers no macroscopic temperature
change since thermal equilibrium was previously guaranteed. The technique is sensitive to such
temperature changes and registers these alterations and allows their quantification; as illustrated in
Figure 4 where the temperature increases in both the target and the collimator are represented for
distinct beam currents. Such beam current dependence was expected since, at thermal equilibrium
(i.e., time-independent), Newton´s law of cooling shows that the rate of convection heat transfer and
the difference in temperatures between the liquid target and its surroundings are proportionally related
through the equation

dQ
dt

= Itarget∆E = hA
(
Ttarget − Tw

)
(1)

where Q is the thermal energy (in J), Itarget is the target beam current, ∆E is the energy loss within the
liquid target (i.e., 18 MeV), h is the convective heat-transfer coefficient (in W/(m2·K) and assumed to
be independent of the temperature), A is the heat transfer surface (i.e., the inner surface of the niobium
cavity (in m2)), Ttarget is the temperature of the liquid target water (assumed to be constant), and Tw is
the temperature of the refrigerated water. Figure 5 illustrates and confirms the expected proportion
between the temperature increments in the cooling water and the beam current.
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refrigerated water at the back of the target insert (Tinlet) as a function of time after thermal stabilization
and for distinct beam currents on the target.
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As stated by Equation (1), the heat transfer depends on the temperature differential; i.e., on
the temperature of the refrigerated cooling water. As a result, there was also interest in registering
the evolution of the referred temperatures of interest over a typical irradiation, during which the
temperature of the cooling water was altered. For that purpose, the technique previously described
was adopted, i.e., another identical target was irradiated long enough to reach thermal equilibrium.
Figure 6 shows that even if each individual measured temperature is particularly dependent of the
temperature of the refrigerated water, the temperatures increments are almost identical for three
broadly distinct water cooling temperatures. The temperature increments indeed increase as the
temperature of the cooling water decreases (i.e., as the temperature differential increases, as expected
from Equation (1)) but Figure 6 also shows that these variations are marginal. This result confirms
that heat exchange is mostly dependent on the liquid-target surface available and on its capacity
to effectively remove the heat generated in the liquid from the beam interaction, as pointed out by
Steyn et al. [6].
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Figure 6. Temperatures of the refrigerated water (black symbols) at the back of the target insert (Tin),
at the exits of the target (Ttargetout), at the exit of the collimator (Tcollimatorout) and temperature
increases inside the target and the collimator (grey symbols) as a function of time after thermal
stabilization and with the supplied refrigerated water at 3 distinct temperatures during irradiation.

4. Conclusions

The present work describes an experimental set-up used to measure the temperature of the
cooling water in a liquid or gas target under irradiation. The system is sensitive to variations
of the conditions of irradiation during bombardment, providing an immediate and quantitative
response to the rise in temperature in the refrigerated water. The measurements confirmed the
relationship between the temperature increments in the cooling water and the beam current. These
also demonstrate that the initial temperature of the refrigerated water is not relevant to the thermal
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exchange, and so too the target performance, since the temperature of the liquid target inside the cavity
is greatly superior. This particular result confirms that the target performance depends mostly on the
liquid-target surface available and its capacity to effectively remove the heat generated. The technique
developed can be used to experimentally validate cyclotron-targetry optimization studies and thermal
simulations. On the other hand, it is also useful as a safety interlock to instantaneously detect and
register abnormal alterations in the irradiation conditions during bombardment in order to anticipate
thermal-related incidents.
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